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Synopsis
This thesis report is a result of a comparison in environmental policy and
management between Denmark and Cameroon. Its focus is on a cattle
slaughterhouse and printing plant companies each from Denmark and
Cameroon and the researcher aim is to find out why is the environmental
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management in companies in Denmark different from that of Cameroon.

Materials used in this research were obtained from interviews with the case
companies’ plant/general managers and Environmental coordinators from
both Denmark and Cameroon. Additional information was also obtained
from literature study of environmental management and the Danish Crown
website.

For the analysis of the case countries as well as case companies, two
theories were used, Janicke and Weidner country Capacity for
Environmental Policy and Management concept and Scott Institutional
Theory.
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Finally, the usefulness of Janicke and Weidner capacity model was used to
proffer

different

in

environmental

management

as

well

as

recommendations for both case countries and companies. These
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recommendations are aimed at highlighting the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats, the case countries might face if an environmental
policy is to be develop and implemented as well as the different factors
influencing the institutional framework conditions at the case companies
for the implementation of the case countries environmental permits.
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